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Survey on the Attitudes of the Accountancy Constituency 
Towards the Future Political Development in Hong Kong


Survey Questionnaire


Part I：(Please place a    in the appropriate space.)

1.	You are a registered voter of the geographical constituency election.
    Yes ----If yes, did you vote in the 1998 Legislative Council?
          (Geographical Constituency)election？
              Yes
              No
    No 

2.	You are a registered voter of functional constituency election. 
    Yes ----If yes, did you vote in the 1998 Legislative Council? 
          (Functional Constituency ) election？
             Yes
             No
    No
      
3.	You never voted in Hong Kong's three -tiered elections.
    Yes
    No

4.	You do agree：

a)	All elections must be governed by the standard of equality.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

b)	Electoral reforms in terms of full scale direct elections must be gradual.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

c)	Functional constituency election is good for economic prosperity.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

d)	Sectional interest dominates functional constituency election.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

e)	Functional constituency election is an election above politics.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

f)	Functional constituency election is the show for celebrities.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

g)	To members of functional constituency, views of constituents are decisive
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

h)	Geographical constituency election is a waste of social resources.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

i)	Geographical constituency election increases the legislature's public mandate.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

j)	Geographical constituency election creates social conflicts.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

k)	Geographical constituency election implies the rule by people.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree

l)	All elections must be governed by the standard of popular participation.
      Extremely agree
      Agree
      Normal
      Disagree
      Extremely disagree


Part II: (Please place a  in the appropriate space.)

1.	You do agree to the arrangement that thirty seats will be returned by functional constituency elections to the Legislative Council in the year 2004.
          Agree
          Disagree --- How many seats would you rather prefer?        

2.	You do know who the representative of the accountancy constituency is.
          Do (What is his/her name? ____________________)
          Don’t

3.	You do agree that the functional constituency elections should be abolished in the year of 2007, i.e. for the legislature beyond 2007.
      Extremely agree (Please specify why? _________________________________)
      Agree (Please specify why? _________________________________________)
      Normal (Please specify why? ________________________________________)
      Disagree (Please specify why?                                       )
      Extremely disagree (Please specify why?                               )  

Part III: (Please place a  in the appropriate space.)

1.	Sex
          Male
          Female

2.	Age
          Below 25
          25 to 29
          30 to 34
          35 to 39
          40 to 44
          45 to 49
          50 to 54 
          55 or Over

3.	Location of Residence
          Oversea
          Local

4.	Membership
          Fellow
          Associate

5.	Practicing Certificate (PC)
          PC holder
          Non PC holder

6.	Occupation
          Public practice
          Industry and Commerce
          Public 
          Others

7.	Number of Partners/Directors in Corporate Practices
          Sole practitioner
          2
          3
          4 to 10
          Over 10

8.	Number of staff in the CPA Firms 
          Less than 10
          10 to 25
          26 to 50
          Over 50

--- Thank You ---


